Introduction {#bhy223s1}
============

When we perform sequences of various tasks, we flexibly attend to incoming information relevant for their completion. Visual working memory (VWM) plays an important role in selecting information from the visual input that is important for our behavioral goals, by pre-activating task-relevant target representations, which then bias selection towards matching visual stimuli ([@bhy223C15]; [@bhy223C3]; [@bhy223C83]; [@bhy223C14]; [@bhy223C52]). However, VWM not only serves current, but also future perceptual goals. It also maintains representations that become prospectively relevant, and that therefore should be shielded from the current perceptual input. Consequently, it has been proposed that working memory representations are maintained in different states depending on their current versus prospective relevance in multi-task paradigms ([@bhy223C51]; [@bhy223C53]; [@bhy223C35]; [@bhy223C73]).

Performing such task sequences means that at some point in time, the representation that was initially relevant needs to be abandoned, and the one that was prospectively relevant now needs to become current. Little is known about such switches in priority within VWM, and what drives them. In the present study, we investigated the oscillatory signals that underlie the switch from current to prospective perceptual goals. First, amplitude modulations of posterior alpha (8--14 Hz) oscillations might reflect changes in the relative priority of representations. There is a large body of evidence indicating that alpha lateralization supports the selection of task-relevant information for further processing, as has been shown both for external selection of relevant stimuli by means of visual attention ([@bhy223C65]; [@bhy223C61]; [@bhy223C71]), and for internal selection of information maintained within VWM ([@bhy223C86]; [@bhy223C50]; [@bhy223C67], [@bhy223C68]; [@bhy223C77]; [@bhy223C78]). Recently, we have shown that posterior alpha lateralization is also sensitive to the temporal order in which multiple VWM representations will become task-relevant ([@bhy223C11]). During maintenance, alpha lateralization was stronger for items that were relevant for an upcoming visual search task, compared with items that were remembered for a second search task that only happened after the first search task was completed. In the present study, we assessed how such goal-driven alpha lateralization alters when observers switch from one search task to the next. After the first search task, the former target representation is no longer task-relevant, and can be dropped. Moreover, priority should be assigned to the heretofore prospective representation. We hypothesized that these operations would be reflected in a reversal of alpha lateralization. First, we replicate our previous finding by showing that the prioritized VWM state is reflected in hemisphere-specific alpha suppression during encoding and initial maintenance. Importantly, we then also demonstrate that goal-driven prioritization and de-prioritization of memory representations is tracked by hemisphere-specific alpha suppression and alpha enhancement, respectively.

Second, we sought to uncover the control signal that is driving any switch-related alpha modulations within VWM as a function of changing task goals. Such changes can be considered a form of task switching, and are therefore likely to involve top-down, cognitive control mechanisms emanating from frontal regions ([@bhy223C18]; [@bhy223C44]; [@bhy223C45]). Frontal cortical areas have indeed been shown to mediate synchronization in posterior visual areas during attention ([@bhy223C40]; [@bhy223C58]) and VWM tasks ([@bhy223C32]; [@bhy223C76]). Specifically, evidence points to frontal oscillatory activity in the lower frequency range (delta-to-theta; 2--6 Hz) as a key mechanism for top-down control of endogenous attentional selection ([@bhy223C28]; [@bhy223C55]; [@bhy223C64];[@bhy223C63]; [@bhy223C10]; [@bhy223C1]; [@bhy223C23]; [@bhy223C29]). Moreover, connectivity between frontal low-frequency oscillations and posterior alpha oscillations has been observed during top-down control of visual perception ([@bhy223C23]; [@bhy223C22]). Here, we provide novel evidence that transiently coupled large-scale functional networks between frontal and posterior regions underlie the top-down control of goal-driven priority switches within VWM, as reflected in cross-frequency coupling between frontal delta and lateralized posterior alpha oscillations. Moreover, we show that these frontal delta oscillations predict post-switch behavioral performance.

Materials and Methods {#bhy223s2}
=====================

Subjects {#bhy223s3}
--------

In an initial selection and training session, 32 healthy human subjects with normal or corrected-to-normal vision performed the experimental task without EEG, after which only those with sufficient performance (above 70% accuracy, 22 subjects: ages 19--32 years, 15 female) were selected for the EEG experiment. All subjects participated for course credit or monetary compensation. Two subjects were removed due to bad performance (i.e., below 70% accuracy) in the EEG session, leaving 20 subjects for all analyses. The procedures used were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and were positively reviewed by the faculty's Scientific and Ethical Review Board. Written informed consent was obtained.

Task Design {#bhy223s4}
-----------

This study used an adapted version of the design with similar parameters as described in [@bhy223C11]). For clarity and completeness, the full experimental design and parameters are described here. Each trial consisted of 2 consecutive VWM-guided visual search tasks (Fig. [1](#bhy223F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*). A trial started with a fixation cross on a gray background for a duration of 1400--1800 ms (randomly jittered), followed by a memory display in which 4 colored circles surrounded the fixation cross (left, right, top, and bottom) for 400 ms. Two of these colors were to be remembered for the two subsequent search tasks, as indicated by their black outlines: the color with a dashed outline was the target for the first search task, and thus served as the template for that search task, while the color with a dotted outline was the target for the second search task, and thus was a prospective template in relation to the first search task. The meaning of the two outline cues was counterbalanced across subjects. We will refer to the target for the first search task as the *first template*, while the target representation for the second search task served as what we will refer to as the *second template*. The other two colors had a full outline and were presented merely for sensory balancing purposes; subjects were told they could completely ignore these items. The memory display was followed by a delay period of 1400 ms, during which subjects focused on a fixation cross. This was followed by two consecutive search tasks, which were presented until response and separated by a second delay period of 1800 ms. Subjects received a 50 ms auditory cue at the onset of each display (memory, search 1 and search 2). Subjects were required to find the color memorized for the respective search task and indicate the direction of the arrowhead plotted inside the target by clicking a button (placed on both armrests) that corresponds to the direction of the arrowhead (i.e., left hand button for leftwards pointing arrowhead and vice versa). The second response was immediately followed by the fixation cross of the next trial. If subjects failed to respond within 5 s, they were shown the message: "Too slow! Please respond faster". Subjects were instructed to focus on the central fixation cross during the inter-trial interval (ITI), the memory display and both delay periods.

![Task design. (*A*) Trial sequence. Observers were given two targets to remember for two consecutive search tasks; one for the first search task (*first* template; dashed outline), and one for the second search task (*second* template; dotted outline). The onset of every stimulus display was accompanied by an auditory cue (sound/ear symbol). (*B*) In the First Template Lateralized condition, the first template was presented lateralized (left or right), while the second template was presented on the meridian (up or down). In the Second Template Lateralized condition this was the other way around. In the Both Lateralized condition, both memory items were presented lateralized, at opposite sides (left/right positions were counterbalances across trials in all conditions). (*C*) In 60% of trials subjects first conducted the first search, followed by the second. In 40% of trials, the first delay period was not followed by the first search display, and the screen remained blank (with a fixation cross) as the second delay period started. However, the auditory cue still sounded, thus indicating that the first search could be abandoned and that observers should switch to the second search task, and look for the second target instead. For illustrative reasons, object sizes and colors differ from the real experiment and the opacity for the irrelevant colors in the memory displays is set at 50%.](bhy223f01){#bhy223F1}

The first experimental manipulation was the location at which the first and second templates were presented in the memory display (Table [1](#bhy223TB1){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [1](#bhy223F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*). In the First Template Lateralized condition the first template was presented left or right from central fixation while the second template was presented on the central meridian, above or below fixation. In the Second Template Lateralized condition the second template was presented lateralized while the first template was presented on the meridian. In the Both Lateralized condition both the first and the second template were presented lateralized, on opposite sides of central fixation. With this design we manipulated the task relevance that the lateralized memory item acquired prior to the search task itself (current or prospective), which enabled us to directly relate lateralized EEG patterns to either a currently relevant or prospectively relevant item in VWM. The second manipulation was the unexpected absence of the first search task, which occurred in 40% of trials (Fig. [1](#bhy223F1){ref-type="fig"}*C*). Importantly, the auditory cue that indicated the onset of the first search task was still present, but was instead directly followed by the second delay period, leading up to the second search task. The combination of the auditory cue and the absence of a change in visual stimulation on the screen (i.e., no first search display), thus informed subjects that they could internally drop the first template, in favor of now prioritizing the second template. Our main analyses, aimed at revealing EEG signatures of endogenous priority switches within VWM, thus focused on these 40% of trials in which the first search display was absent, and which were thus free from signals reflecting the visual input from the first search display. Table 1.Condition propertiesConditionIncluded in cue-locked analyses delay 1Included in switch-locked analyses delay 2Total trial amount (per block)Location first templateLocation second templateFirst search presentFirst Template LateralizedYesNo180 (6)Left or rightTop or bottomSecond Template LateralizedYesNo180 (6)Top or bottomLeft or rightBoth LateralizedYesNo180 (6)Left or rightLeft or rightFirst search absentFirst Template LateralizedYesYes120 (4)Left or rightTop or bottomSecond Template LateralizedYesYes120 (4)Top or bottomLeft or rightBoth LateralizedYesYes120 (4)Left or rightLeft or right

Subjects performed the EEG experiment in two sessions on separate days, to minimize mental fatigue. Each session started with a practice block followed by 15 real blocks. Each block contained the same randomly ordered composition of 30 trials: 10 per condition (First Template Lateralized, Second Template Lateralized and Both Lateralized), and for each condition 6 with and 4 without first search task (Table [1](#bhy223TB1){ref-type="table"}). During the practice block subjects received feedback after each trial, but in the real experiment only during the short breaks between blocks.

Stimuli {#bhy223s5}
-------

Subjects were comfortably seated in a sound attenuated and electrically shielded room. The chair and screen were placed at individual height and two response buttons on the armrests made sure the arms were in a relaxed and comfortable position. The viewing distance was 75 cm from a 22-inch video monitor (Samsung Syncmaster 2233, 1680×1050 pixels at 120 Hz). The stimuli were created using OpenSesame version 2.9.0 ([@bhy223C41], RRID:SCR_002 849), a Python based graphical experiment builder.

The background color was gray (81 Cd/m^2^). The fixation cross was a black plus sign (0.6° of line length). In the memory display, the 4 colored circles were presented 1.5° left, right, above, and below of the fixation cross. The circles had a radius of 0.6° with a black outline of 0.09° that was dashed, dotted or full. The visual search display contained 6 colored circles, presented equidistantly on an imaginary circle with a radius of 4°. These parameter values fall well within a range of commonly used values that have been shown to produce lateralized EEG patterns such as the CDA and lateralized alpha suppression ([@bhy223C84]; [@bhy223C21]; [@bhy223C11]). The arrowhead pointed either left or right (\< or \>) and was drawn in the center of each circle (always 3 left- and 3 right-pointing arrows, randomly divided across all 6 items). The auditory cue was generated by OpenSesame's built-in synthesizer, consisted of a 50 ms 660 Hz sine wave and was presented by a HK195 speaker.

Stimuli colors were strictly controlled to discourage verbalization and encourage VWM use. In total there were 12 colors created in DKL color space ([@bhy223C13]) that were equidistant in hue (from 12 to 324 degrees in steps of 24, skipping 108 and 156 because they were subjectively too similar) while being constant in the other two dimensions, i.e., contrast = 1 and luminance = 0 (i.e., isoluminant). This created an imaginary circle of 12 discrete colors (41.2 ± 4 Cd/m^2^, slight deviation from isoluminance due to not perfectly calibrated screen), with those opposite from each other being least similar in hue and those next to each other being most similar in hue. The target color for the first search display (first template) was randomly chosen, after which the second target color (second template) was chosen as the opposite (i.e., least similar) color on the color circle. While this introduces some regularity into the design that could potentially be used as a strategy (i.e., after learning the regularity participants could decide to only memorize the first template and retrieve the second template from long-term memory (LTM), after first having encoded these color-space pairs in LTM), we reasoned the easier strategy would be to keep both colors and their status temporarily in VWM, on each consecutive trial (and which was confirmed by the results). The other two colors in the memory display (to be ignored) were two colors in between the currently and prospectively relevant color on the color circle, but at least 2 steps away from either. The other 5 colors in the search display were randomly chosen from 8 colors surrounding the memorized color on the color circle, thus making them relatively similar in hue to the memorized color. While this selection procedure encouraged visual memorization of the stimuli, we cannot completely exclude that some degree of verbalization took place. However, verbalization would most likely diminish rather than inflate the lateralized EEG signals of interest here, making it unlikely to be a confounding factor.

Data Recording and Preprocessing {#bhy223s6}
--------------------------------

EEG data were acquired at 512 Hz using a 64-electrode cap (BioSemi, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; ActiveTwo system, 10--20 placement; [biosemi.com](biosemi.com)), and from both earlobes (used as reference). Vertical and horizontal EOG were recorded from electrodes located 2 cm above and below the right eye, and from electrodes 1 cm lateral to the external canthi, respectively. The HEOG was used to detect horizontal eye movement artifacts. Offline analyses were performed in Matlab ([@bhy223C89], The Mathworks, RRID:SCR_001 622). All preprocessing steps were performed on the EEG data sets of the 2 measurement sessions separately.

EEG data were re-referenced to the average of left and right earlobes and filtered using a 0.1 Hz high-pass filter (least-squares FIR). Continuous EEG was epoched from --2.5 to 7 s surrounding memory display onset. Epochs were baseline-normalized using the whole epoch as baseline for the improvement of independent component analysis (ICA ([@bhy223C20])). Before trial rejection, data were visually inspected and one (*n* = 6), two (*n* = 2) or three (*n* = 1) malfunctioning electrodes were temporarily removed. To detect epochs contaminated by EMG artifacts, we used an adapted version of an automatic trial-rejection procedure as implemented in the Fieldtrip toolbox ([@bhy223C56], RRID:SCR_004 849). We used a 110--140 Hz band-pass filter to specifically capture muscle activity, and allowed for variable z-score cut-offs per subject based on within-subject variance of z-scores. This resulted in an average cut-off of 18.9 ± 4.7, which in turn resulted in a rejection of 4.9% (min--max across subjects: 0.2--11.1%) of all trials. Next, we performed ICA as implemented in the EEGLAB toolbox ([@bhy223C12], RRID:SCR_007 292) on clean trials and electrodes only. We visually inspected the VEOG signal together with the ICA components and removed those that captured eye-blinks, eye movements, or other clearly not brain-driven artifacts (1.65 components on average), after which we interpolated the malfunctioning electrodes identified earlier using spherical spline interpolation as implemented in EEGLAB's eeg_interp.m function. Finally, we detected trials with large horizontal eye-movements using the pop_artstep.m function in ERPLAB ([@bhy223C36], RRID:SCR_009 574), applied on the 1 Hz high-pass filtered HEOG signal, with a window length of 400 ms, a step size of 10 ms, during a time window of −50 to 900 ms surrounding memory display onset, and with individual thresholds of 24.7 ± 12. Using these settings we detected sudden sharp jumps in the HEOG surrounding the lateralized memory display onset and during start of the delay period. During this interval it was most important to keep fixation, as an eye movement towards, and subsequent fixation on, a laterally presented memory item would dampen our lateralized EEG measures (i.e., when the eyes fixate on the memory item, contra- and ipsilateral effectively become undefined). This procedure resulted in a rejection of 5.7% (min--max across subjects: 0.4--14.7%) of all trials. Additionally, we analyzed the presence of systematic horizontal eye movements towards or away from the memorized template locations, around the time window of the auditory switch cue, and how these might influence our EEG signals of interest (see online [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

After trial rejection based on the EEG signals, we rejected trials with incorrect responses in either one of the two search tasks (19%, min--max across subjects: 9--28%). We also applied a two-step reaction time (RT) trimming: trials with a response faster than 300 ms and slower than 5000 ms were rejected, after which trials with a response of 3 standard deviations above or below the condition- and search-specific mean were excluded. This led to a rejection of 1.8% of all trials (min--max across subjects: 0.4--3.3%). After all trial rejection steps (RT, noise, incorrect response and horizontal eye movements) an average of 71% of all trials was left (mean/min--max % across subjects: First Template Lateralized: 72/59-84; Second Template Lateralized: 71/62-80 Both Lateralized: 70/63-78). These correct and clean trials were divided according to condition (Table [1](#bhy223TB1){ref-type="table"}) and side of the lateralized memory item (left or right) during memory display. For the Both Lateralized condition, contra- and ipsilateral were defined relative to the first template. Whereas all trials were used for analyses of the first (cue-locked) delay period, only trials without a first search task (40%) were used for the analyses of the second (switch-locked) delay period (Table [1](#bhy223TB1){ref-type="table"}). After these preprocessing steps, we concatenated the EEG data files of the 2 sessions for each subject.

Time--Frequency Decomposition {#bhy223s7}
-----------------------------

### Laplacian {#bhy223s8}

First we estimated the surface Laplacian ([@bhy223C60]), a spatial high-pass filter that accentuates local effects while filtering out distant effects due to volume conduction, consequently sharpening the EEG topography ([@bhy223C8]; [@bhy223C30]). We used a 10th-order Legendre polynomial and a lambda of 10^--5^ to estimate the surface Laplacian.

### Morlet Wavelet Convolution {#bhy223s9}

Epoched EEG time series were decomposed into their time--frequency representations by means of Morlet wavelet convolution for frequencies ranging from 1 to 40 Hz in 25 logarithmically spaced steps, using custom-writing Matlab scripts. A Gaussian ($e^{{- t}^{2}{/2s}^{2}}$, where *s* is the width of the Gaussian) was multiplied with 25 sine waves ($e^{i2\pi\mathit{ft}}$ where *i* is the complex operator, *f* is frequency, and *t* is time) to create the complex Morlet wavelets. The width was set as $s = \delta/\left( 2\pi f \right)$, where $\delta$ represents the number of cycles of each wavelet, logarithmically spaced between 3 and 12 to have a good trade-off between temporal and frequency precision. Frequency-domain convolution was applied, i.e., the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was applied to both the EEG data and the Morlet wavelets, after which these were multiplied. The inverse FFT was applied to the result to convert the signal back to the time domain. Power at each time point and each frequency was defined as the squared magnitude of the complex signal resulting from the convolution, i.e., \[real(*Z*~*t*~)^2^ + imag(*Z*~*t*~)^2^\]. After averaging power over trials per condition, decibel normalization was applied per frequency and per channel \[dB Power~*tf*~ = 10\*log10(Power~*tf*~/Baseline Power~*f*~)\], with condition-average power 500 to 200 ms before memory display-onset as baseline.

### Connectivity Analyses: Amplitude--amplitude and Phase--Amplitude Coupling {#bhy223s10}

To test our hypothesis of a functional role for frontal low frequency power in the top-down control of the priority switch within VWM, we estimated functional connectivity between lateralized posterior alpha power and frontal delta power and phase by means of amplitude--amplitude and phase--amplitude co-modulations, specific manifestations of cross-frequency coupling known to support large-scale cortical network interactions ([@bhy223C69]; [@bhy223C23]). First, we determined the time--frequency cluster that showed a significant (*P* \< 0.001) condition-average frontal delta power increase following the auditory switch cue (Fig. [5](#bhy223F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*), using group-level cluster-based permutation testing (see subsection Statistics). In our initial connectivity analysis, we specifically tested for a relationship between the frontal delta power cluster (Fig. [5](#bhy223F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*) and lateralized posterior alpha power (Fig. [4](#bhy223F4){ref-type="fig"}*B*). That is, we averaged for each subject, condition, and single trial the power within the above-mentioned frontal delta cluster and correlated these raw power values across trials with the raw alpha power values in posterior electrodes (similar to e.g., [@bhy223C43]). Note that we kept the a priori selected posterior electrodes for alpha power fixed, which thus served as seeds, and correlated these with delta power in the 9 a priori selected frontal electrodes (Fig. [5](#bhy223F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*; see subsection Electrode, Frequency and Time Window Selection). This procedure resulted in a within-subject correlation time series at each of the 9 frontal electrodes, linking early frontal delta to subsequent lateralized posterior alpha power at the single-trial level. We used Spearman's rank correlation and coefficients were Fisher z-transformed to obtain normally distributed values before applying statistical analyses ([@bhy223C70]).

On the one hand, the above approach allows for a predictive inference: early delta power may correlate with lateralized alpha power later in time. However, this analysis does not speak to the underlying neurophysiological mechanism of frontal-posterior communication. To gain further insight into the delta-alpha coupling, we performed an exploratory phase--amplitude coupling analysis. Indeed, the coupling of low frequency phase to high frequency power or to neuronal spiking has been proposed as a physiologically plausible mechanism for information transfer within and between regions (Buzsáki et al., 2004; [@bhy223C25]; [@bhy223C4]). In brief, we estimated for each trial whether the difference between the instantaneous phase angles of frontal delta oscillations and the power envelope of posterior alpha oscillations was consistent over time within that trial (see online [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details).

### Brain--Behavior Relationship {#bhy223s11}

In order to investigate whether frontal delta oscillations supported behavior ([@bhy223C22]), we also correlated for each subject, electrode and time point, delta power time series averaged over 2--6 Hz (see subsection Electrode, Frequency and Time Window Selection) with the reaction time on the second search task across trials, using Spearman's rank correlation. Correlation coefficients were Fisher z-transformed.

Electrode, Frequency and Time Window Selection {#bhy223s12}
----------------------------------------------

All selection procedures were performed on condition-average data and were thus orthogonal to and unbiased by any observed condition difference. Statistical comparisons were done only after these selection procedures (see subsection Statistics). The first step was to select channels that would show lateralized posterior alpha suppression. Based on previous results from our lab ([@bhy223C11]; [@bhy223C76]), we a priori selected O1/2, PO3/4, and PO7/8. Furthermore, we visually inspected the topographical map of the left- versus right-cue contrast in the time--frequency window that showed a significant contra- versus ipsilateral contrast in the condition-average (Fig. [3](#bhy223F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*). The result of this procedure supported our a priori electrode selection. We determined the significant condition-average time--frequency cluster during the first delay (see black outline in the time--frequency plot in Fig. [3](#bhy223F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*) through group-level cluster-based permutation testing on the contra- versus ipsilateral contrast (see subsection Statistics). Similar to our electrode selection, the frequency range for our posterior alpha lateralization analysis (8--14 Hz) in the second delay was also selected a priori based on our previous findings ([@bhy223C11]; [@bhy223C76]), and further supported by the (although at some points slightly wider) significant time--frequency cluster as found in the current study (Fig. [3](#bhy223F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*). Importantly, the a priori selected posterior electrodes (O1/2, PO3/4 and PO7/8) and frequency range (8--14 Hz) were kept fixed for all further analyses involving posterior alpha lateralization (Fig. [4](#bhy223F4){ref-type="fig"}*B* and [5](#bhy223F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*).

For our cross-frequency coupling analyses, we initially selected a large spatial area consisting of 9 mid-frontal electrodes (AFz/3/4, Fz/1/2, and FCz/1/2, see left column in Fig. [5](#bhy223F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*). Next, through group-level cluster-based permutation testing (see subsection Statistics) we determined the condition-average time--frequency cluster showing a significant increase in frontal delta power relative to baseline (see black outline in the right column in Fig. [5](#bhy223F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*). This time--frequency cluster was used in the analysis of computing Spearman correlation between delta power and lateralized posterior alpha power (Fig. [5](#bhy223F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*), and the frequency range in this cluster (2--6 Hz) was used in the analysis of correlating delta power with reaction time (Fig. [5](#bhy223F5){ref-type="fig"}*C*). Time--frequency analysis inherently involves a trade-off between spectral and temporal precision, resulting in a relatively low temporal precision for low-frequency wavelets. In the current task design where displays follow each other rapidly, this causes inaccurate estimates of the timing of low-frequency activity. For example, in the estimation of 1 Hz power directly following the auditory switch cue, power modulations evoked by the first and second search tasks leak into the signal. For this reason we excluded frequencies below 2 Hz for all analyses involving frontal delta power. The time interval selected for the topographies in the left column of Figure [5](#bhy223F5){ref-type="fig"}*B* and *C* (475--900 ms) is based on the condition-contrast for posterior alpha lateralization (see Fig. [4](#bhy223F4){ref-type="fig"}*B*) and is merely selected as an example time window for illustrative purposes. Similarly, the electrodes selected for the time series in the right column (indicated by white disks in topographies in left column) also reflect example electrodes selected for illustrative purposes. Importantly, for the correlation analysis (Fig. [5](#bhy223F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*) the posterior electrodes for the lateralized alpha power time series described above were kept fixed (and thus served as seed electrodes). Accordingly, this procedure resulted in lateralized correlation time series (Fig. [5](#bhy223F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*) at the 9 a priori selected frontal electrodes, which were all included in a time-by-channel cluster-based permutation test (see subsection Statistics). For the correlation between delta power and reaction time (Fig. [5](#bhy223F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*), we did not a priori select any electrodes, and so this correlation value was calculated at all 64 electrodes, which were all included in the time-by-channel cluster-based permutation test.

Statistics {#bhy223s13}
----------

For our behavioral data, we used JASP (Version 0.7.1.12, RRID:SCR_015 823), a GUI software package for performing Bayesian statistics ([@bhy223C88]). Bayesian hypothesis testing directly evaluates the strength of evidence for one hypothesis (H1) over the alternative (null) hypothesis (H0), and this evidence is quantified by the Bayes Factor (BF) ([@bhy223C81]). A BF of 10 for example, indicates that H1 is 10 times more likely than H0, given the observed data. In contrast, a BF of 0.1 indicates that H0 is 10 times more likely than H1. Thus, in contrast to traditional statistics, this method allows for a direct quantification of the evidence in favor of the null hypothesis ([@bhy223C62]). A BF of 1 to 3 reflects anecdotal evidence, 3 to 10 moderate evidence, 10 to 30 strong evidence, 30 to 100 very strong evidence, and 100 or higher extremely strong evidence in support of H1 ([@bhy223C81]). In all our Bayesian analyses, we used the default model parameters and prior distributions as set by JASP. RT and accuracy for first and second search task were entered into a Bayesian equivalent of a repeated measures ANOVA, with the within-subject factor Condition (First Template Lateralized, Second Template Lateralized and Both Lateralized). Furthermore, using a Bayesian equivalent of a paired-sample *t*-test, we tested whether there was a difference in RT and accuracy between the first and second search task, and between the first search task absent and first search task present trials.

Statistical testing of EEG time or time--frequency signals involves many comparisons (each time-, frequency-, and/or electrode-point). Thus, we performed group-level non-parametric permutation testing with cluster-based correction for multiple comparisons, which effectively controls for the auto-correlation over time, frequency and space in the EEG signals ([@bhy223C39]; [@bhy223C38]). In a first step, we tested the time--frequency maps of the condition-average power at our a priori selected posterior electrodes for a difference between electrodes contra- and ipsilateral to the lateralized memory item. A paired-sample *t*-test was performed on each time--frequency point and a threshold was set at a certain **P**-value (see section Results for the specific threshold per analysis, set at 0.05 or lower), resulting in clusters of significant time--frequency points. Next, in each of 2000 iterations, the contra- and ipsilateral labels were randomly shuffled across subjects and the same paired-sample *t*-test was performed on the contra- versus ipsilateral difference in these "surrogate" data at each time--frequency point. The sum of *t*-values within the largest cluster of significant time--frequency points in each iteration was used to create a distribution of summed cluster *t*-values under the null-hypothesis of no contra- versus ipsilateral difference. The percentile of the null-hypothesis distribution corresponding to the same **P**-value as for the *t*-test (e.g., the 99th percentile for *P* \< 0.01) was used as threshold for the summed cluster *t*-values of the significant clusters in the observed data. Thus only significant clusters that are larger than what can be expected by chance, survive this procedure (e.g., see black outline, Fig. [3](#bhy223F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*). This permutation test was unbiased by potential condition differences, since it was performed on the condition-average data.

### First Delay Activity Time-locked to Memory Cue {#bhy223s14}

For the analysis of the first delay period, we directly tested whether we could replicate our previous findings ([@bhy223C11]), i.e., whether lateralized posterior alpha suppression is stronger for current than for prospective templates during the first delay period. Following a similar procedure ([@bhy223C11]), we averaged the lateralized posterior alpha power per condition over the time--frequency points within the significant condition-average cluster (see Fig. [3](#bhy223F3){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Next we performed 2 Bayesian equivalents of paired-sample *t*-tests using JASP. In the first test we evaluated the difference between the First Template Lateralized and the Second Template Lateralized conditions. Because in the Both Lateralized condition the first and second templates were always presented opposite from each other, contralateral to the first template was simultaneously ipsilateral to the second template, and vice versa. Therefore, in the second statistical test we evaluated the difference between electrodes contralateral to the first template and electrodes contralateral to the second template (which inherently were ipsilateral to the first template). This test allowed us to directly compare relative alpha suppression for the first and second template when they are competing in terms of lateralized EEG measures.

### Second delay activity time-locked to auditory switch cue {#bhy223s15}

For the analysis of lateralized posterior alpha power during the second delay period after the auditory switch cue, we first averaged over the alpha frequency range (8--14 Hz) and subtracted ipsi- from contralateral electrodes. Next, we performed the same non-parametric permutation test as described above with the significant threshold set at **P** \< 0.05, but now on the condition-contrasts, and at all time points instead of time--frequency points.

For the connectivity between lateralized posterior alpha power and frontal low-frequency power, we did not have hypotheses about the exact frontal electrode, or the exact frequency range. First, a significant condition-average local frontal delta power cluster (Fig. [5](#bhy223F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*) was derived using the same permutation procedure as described above with the significant threshold set at *P* \< 0.001, but now to test for power significantly different from baseline. Next, we averaged over the delta frequency range based on this cluster, but excluding frequencies below 2 Hz (see subsection Electrode, Frequency and Time Window Selection). To test for condition-differences in the correlation between the frontal delta power cluster and lateralized posterior alpha power, we performed a permutation test on the condition difference with the significant threshold set at *P* \< 0.05, over the correlation values at the 9 a priori selected frontal electrodes and all time points (Fig. [5](#bhy223F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*). Similarly, to test for a significant condition-average correlation between frontal delta and RT2, we performed a permutation test with the significant threshold set at *P* \< 0.05, but now including all time-points and all 64 electrodes for the delta time series. We used Fieldtrip's ft_prepare_neighbours.m function with the method parameter set to "template" to define which electrodes are neighbors, and we used the ft_timelockstatistics.m function with the method parameter set to "montecarlo" to run the permutation test for all time-electrode points ([@bhy223C39]; [@bhy223C56]). In the latter function, the minimum number of neighboring significant electrodes to define whether electrodes were part of the same significant cluster was set to 1.

Results {#bhy223s16}
=======

Behavioral Analyses: Current and Prospective Templates are Encoded and Maintained Equally Well {#bhy223s17}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We analyzed the behavioral data with Bayesian statistics (see Methods) as provided by the open source JASP toolbox ([@bhy223C88]), and report the Bayes Factor (BF) for support of the alternative over the null hypothesis ([@bhy223C81]). In general, participants performed accurately (mean/min--max % correct: first search task: 91/84-95; second search task \[first search task present\]: 82/70-93; second search task \[first search task absent\]: 90/81-97; Fig. [2](#bhy223F2){ref-type="fig"}, upper panel). However, performance on the second search task declined if it was preceded by a first search task (BF = 1.2\*10^4^). Importantly though, second search task performance on trials in which the first search task was omitted was comparable to first search task performance (BF = 0.30; a BF lower than 0.33 indicates moderate evidence for no condition difference). Reaction times showed a similar pattern (Fig. [2](#bhy223F2){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel). That is, subjects responded slower in the second search task if it was preceded by a first search task (BF = 15.9), whereas second search task response times for trials in which the first search task was omitted were comparable with average first search task response times (BF = 0.30). As expected, there were no differences for the 3 lateralization conditions (BF \< 0.30 for all search tasks). Together, this pattern of results indicates that observers remembered the two search targets equally well, but that second search performance suffered as a consequence of interference from the first search task. Thus, experimentally manipulating the priority states of the VWM representations in itself did not affect the quality of the memory per se.

![Behavioral results. Dots represent single subject behavioral data (percentage correct and reaction time in upper and lower panel, respectively), averaged over the 3 possible memory displays (see Fig. [1](#bhy223F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Horizontal line segments represent the mean across subjects. BF = Bayes factor for H1 over H0, with H1 and H0 being a difference or no difference between conditions, respectively.](bhy223f02){#bhy223F2}

Although the spatial location of the memory items was task-irrelevant, our expectations in terms of alpha lateralization are based on the assumption that observers will still use the spatial information to both encode and retrieve the information (whether implicitly or explicitly). To explore whether this would also be reflected in the behavioral data, we tested for a spatial congruency effect between the memorized cues and the eventual target in the first search display. Interestingly, participants responded faster (mean ± SEM: 804 ± 20 ms vs. 828 ± 24 ms, BF = 8.1) and more accurately (92.8 ± 0.8% vs. 90.6 ± 1%, BF = 3.8) when the first target was presented in the same hemifield as where the first template was presented. In contrast, participants responded slower (822 ± 21 ms vs. 805 ± 21 ms, BF = 6.9) and slightly less accurate (i.e., numerically but not statistically; 90.5 ± 0.8% vs. 91.4 ± 0.8%, BF = 0.7) when the first target was presented in the same hemifield as where the second template was presented. Albeit speculative, this suggests that sensory regions that encoded the first search template were enhanced, while those that processed the second search template were suppressed during the first search.

Priority in VWM Reflected in Lateralized Posterior Alpha Suppression {#bhy223s18}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

EEG was decomposed into its spectrotemporal representation of frequency-specific power and phase, using Morlet wavelet convolution (see Methods). The posterior electrodes for the alpha power analyses (O1/2, PO3/4, PO7/8) were selected a priori based on previous findings ([@bhy223C11]; [@bhy223C76]), and were kept fixed for all further analyses. Power in the alpha band (8--14 Hz) was more suppressed (relative to a pre-stimulus baseline) for contralateral compared with ipsilateral electrodes during the first delay period (425--1050 ms relative to memory display onset, *P* \< 0.01 cluster-corrected, BF = 1.3 × 10^4^; Fig. [3](#bhy223F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*). Lateralization of alpha suppression during working memory encoding and maintenance is a robust finding, and has been interpreted as a "functional inhibition" mechanism for the suppression of irrelevant vis-à-vis the selection of relevant sensory information ([@bhy223C17]; [@bhy223C50]; [@bhy223C76]). Similar to our previous study ([@bhy223C11]), we then averaged per condition over the time--frequency points that were significant in the condition-average (see black outline in Fig. [3](#bhy223F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*), in order to test for condition differences. Importantly here, during the first delay period leading up to the first search task, lateralized alpha suppression was stronger for the first than for the second template (Fig. [3](#bhy223F3){ref-type="fig"}*B*). This was true when only one item was presented lateralized (First Template Lateralized \> Second Template Lateralized, BF = 26.4), as well as when the first and second templates were presented opposite from each other (Both Lateralized: contralateral to first template \> contralateral to second template, BF = 83.0). Thus, we found that the lateralization of alpha suppression was sensitive to the priority status of VWM representations during the first delay period in a two-consecutive search-task experiment, which is a replication of our earlier work ([@bhy223C11]).

![Priority in VWM is reflected in lateralized posterior alpha suppression. (*A*) Time--frequency plot of lateralized (contralateral minus ipsilateral) power at the average of O1/2, PO3/4 and PO7/8 during the memory display and the first delay period, averaged across all conditions. Black outline indicates a significant difference between contra- and ipsilateral power in the condition average at *P* \< 0.01, cluster corrected. The topography indicates the condition-average scalp distribution of alpha power in the significant time--frequency cluster, on trials with the memory item on the right subtracted from trials with the memory item on the left; black-bordered white disks mark the pre-selected electrodes. (*B*) Dots represent single subject data of lateralized power averaged over the time--frequency cluster highlighted in (a), with each condition indicated by a different color. Horizontal lines in the dot clouds represent the mean across subjects. BF = Bayes factor for H1 over H0, with H1 and H0 being a condition difference or no condition difference, respectively. The BF of 26.4 indicates a difference between First Template Lateralized and Second Template Lateralized, whereas the BF of 83.0 indicates that Both Lateralized is significantly different from baseline.](bhy223f03){#bhy223F3}

Neural Signature of Priority Switches Between VWM Representations {#bhy223s19}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we tested whether posterior alpha lateralization was sensitive to switching from one template to the next during the second delay period that led up to the second search task. As stated above, for this we only used those trials in which the first search task was omitted, and the second delay was time-locked to the auditory signal. As our hypothesized frequency-band of interest was based on our previous findings ([@bhy223C11]; [@bhy223C76]) we a priori averaged over frequencies within the alpha range of 8--14 Hz. Furthermore, because the statistical tests performed on the rest of our metrics all involved cluster-based permutation testing over multiple dimensions (channel, time and/or frequency; see subsection Statistics) we did not perform additional Bayesian statistics on these metrics.

This analysis revealed 3 important findings. First, we found that the auditory switch cue triggered a re-emergence of lateralized alpha suppression associated with the second template (Fig. [4](#bhy223F4){ref-type="fig"}*B*, orange line; Second Template Lateralized). Importantly, after this cue the second template became the new currently relevant template. Second, the fact that the first template was now no longer task-relevant resulted in relative alpha enhancement for trials in which the first template had been presented lateralized (Fig. [4](#bhy223F4){ref-type="fig"}*B*, green line; First Template Lateralized). This contrast was reflected in a significant difference between the First Template Lateralized and Second Template conditions from 475 to 900 ms following the switch cue (*P* \< 0.05, cluster-corrected). Third, before the above effects, right around the expected time of the first search task, lateralized alpha power was enhanced for the second template, but not for the first template (--100 to 300 ms; *P* \< 0.05, cluster-corrected). This is consistent with participants anticipating the first search display and thus temporarily de-prioritizing the second template in order for it not to interfere with the first search task. The time--frequency plot of the contrast between the First Template Lateralized and Second Template Lateralized conditions (Fig. [4](#bhy223F4){ref-type="fig"}*A*) confirmed that the peak of the switch fell within the a priori selected frequency band (8--14 Hz).

![Neural signature of priority switches between VWM representations. (*A*) Time--frequency plot of lateralized (contralateral minus ipsilateral) power at the average of O1/2, PO3/4 and PO7/8 during the second delay period (time-locked to the auditory switch cue), for the First Template Lateralized versus Second Template Lateralized condition-contrast. Black outline indicates a significant difference in lateralized power between First Template Lateralized and Second Template Lateralized at *P* \< 0.05, cluster corrected. (*B*) Time series of lateralized alpha (8--14 Hz) power at the above-mentioned electrodes for First Template (green), Second Template (orange) and Both (purple) Lateralized memory display conditions. The thick lines and shaded areas denote subject mean and standard error of the mean, respectively. Standard errors are calculated for normalized data, i.e., corrected for between-subject variability ([@bhy223C9]; [@bhy223C46]). Double-colored thick lines on the *x*-axis indicate time points with a significant difference between the respective conditions after cluster correction at **P** \< 0.05. Only data from the trials where the first search display was absent (40% of all trials) are depicted in this figure.](bhy223f04){#bhy223F4}

Finally, the Both Lateralized condition (Fig. [4](#bhy223F4){ref-type="fig"}*B*, purple line) corroborated the above pattern. In this condition, the first and second templates were both presented lateralized, at opposite sides (see Fig. [1](#bhy223F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Here we defined contra- and ipsilateral relative to the first template, and thus electrodes located contralateral to the first template consequently were located ipsilateral to the second template, and vise versa. In this condition then, alpha lateralization reflects a combination of prioritizing one and de-prioritizing the other item, making it impossible to distinguish the two effects. Nevertheless, we observed two interesting patterns that fit well with the effects observed in the First Template Lateralized and Second Template Lateralized conditions. First, the prioritization of the second, and the de-prioritization of the first template, resulted in alpha enhancement contralateral to the first template and thus simultaneously, alpha suppression contralateral to the second template (450--925 ms; *P* \< 0.05, cluster-corrected). This pattern corresponds to the effects observed in the First Template Lateralized and Second Template Lateralized condition, respectively. Second, around the expected time of the first search task (i.e., around the time of the auditory switch cue), alpha was suppressed contralateral to the first template and thus simultaneously, alpha was enhanced contralateral to the second template (--300 to 325 ms; *P* \< 0.05, cluster-corrected). This latter effect is what we also observed in the Second Template Lateralized condition. We would like to mention that in those 60% of trials where the first search display was present (Fig. [1](#bhy223F1){ref-type="fig"}*C* and Table [1](#bhy223TB1){ref-type="table"}), there were no significant effects of alpha lateralization in the second delay period (data not shown). This is consistent with our previous study ([@bhy223C11]), and is likely due to the fact that this time interval directly followed the first search task and first response, which possibly contaminated subsequent EEG signals.

In sum, our results show that prioritizing and de-prioritizing VWM representations during maintenance are reflected in both alpha suppression for to-be-attended items and alpha enhancement for to-be-dropped or temporarily unattended items, respectively, over posterior regions that process those representations.

Connectivity Between Frontal and Posterior Regions During Priority Switch in VWM {#bhy223s20}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we investigated the involvement of frontal low-frequency oscillations in the top-down control of the priority switch. Across all conditions, power in the delta/low-theta frequency band (1--6 Hz) increased relative to baseline shortly after the cue to switch (--75 to 1025 ms, *P* \< 0.001, cluster-corrected; Fig. [5](#bhy223F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*). Such an increase in low-frequency power in frontal regions has been a consistent finding in various VWM tasks that require top-down control ([@bhy223C63]; [@bhy223C29]), and thus does not reflect its specific involvement in priority switches per se.

![Frontal delta power exerts top-down control during priority switch in VWM. (*A*) Condition-average frontal delta/low-theta (hereafter: delta) power. The topography illustrates delta power averaged over the time--frequency cluster indicated by the black outline in the time--frequency plot. The time--frequency plot illustrates power at an average of AFz/3/4, Fz/1/2 and FCz/1/2 (black-bordered white disks in topography) during the second delay period. Only data from the trials where the first search display was absent (40% of all trials) are depicted in this figure, and activity is time-locked to the auditory switch cue. The black outline indicates power significantly different from baseline at *P* \< 0.001, cluster corrected. The black horizontal dotted line within the cluster indicates which part of the cluster (i.e., above 2 Hz, see main text subsection Electrode, Frequency and Time Window Selection) was used for all subsequent analyses involving frontal delta power. (*B*) Single-trial correlation between frontal delta power (at example electrode AFz as indicated with disc in the topography on the left, and averaged over the significant time--frequency cluster in panel a) and lateralized posterior alpha power (electrodes and frequency range as in Fig. [4](#bhy223F4){ref-type="fig"}*B*), calculated per time point. Memory display conditions are indicated by color as in Figures [3](#bhy223F3){ref-type="fig"}*B* and [4](#bhy223F4){ref-type="fig"}*B*. The topography in the left column shows absolute condition-average correlation values. (*C*) Within-subject condition-average correlation between frontal delta power (at example electrode AFz, frequency range as in the cluster in panel a) and the reaction time on the second search task. In every time series plot, the lines and shaded areas denote subject mean and standard error of the mean for normalized data, respectively. Horizontal double-colored (*B*) and black (*C*) thick lines on the *x*-axis illustrate the time points with a significant condition-difference (*B*) or a significant difference from zero (*C*) after cluster correction at **P** \< 0.05, for the example electrodes used for the time series plots (see main text subsection Results for complete time intervals of the significant clusters). The colored data in the small inset topographies in (*B*) and (*C*) indicate which electrodes were part of the significant cluster (*P* \< 0.05) for the condition difference (*B*) or the condition average (*D*) at an example time point indicated by the dashed line. The time intervals selected for the large topographies in the left column in b and c were selected for illustrative purposes. Importantly, for panel *C* all time-points and all 64 electrodes were included in the permutation test. For panel *B*, only the 9 a priori selected frontal electrodes were included in the permutation test.](bhy223f05){#bhy223F5}

Through both amplitude--amplitude correlation and phase--amplitude coupling analysis, which reflect transient large-scale functional connectivity dynamics ([@bhy223C69]), we specifically studied whether and how frontal delta power and phase predicted lateralized posterior alpha power, and how this would support the switch in lateralization. Indeed, condition-average alpha lateralization mainly correlated with delta power in frontal electrodes (Fig. [5](#bhy223F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*, topoplot). Importantly, the lateralized correlation measure revealed a condition contrast between First Template Lateralized and Second Template Lateralized in the same direction and time interval as the contrast between the same conditions when assessing local posterior alpha lateralization alone (compare Fig. [4](#bhy223F4){ref-type="fig"}*B* with Fig. [5](#bhy223F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Specifically, the cue to switch was directly followed by an increase in frontal delta power (Fig. [5](#bhy223F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*). In trials in which the second template was presented lateralized (Fig. [5](#bhy223F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*; orange line), an increase in frontal delta power correlated with an increase in lateralized posterior alpha suppression later in the trial, while in trials where the first template was presented lateralized (green line) the lateralized correlation went in the opposite direction (575--850 ms, *P* \< 0.05, cluster corrected).

This simple correlation analysis revealed a possible functional linkage between frontal delta and parieto-occipital alpha oscillatory power. Next, we performed an additional analysis to test whether phase--amplitude coupling (PAC) might be the mechanism by which communication between frontal and posterior regions takes place (see online [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, our PAC analysis indeed provides subtle evidence for this ([Fig. S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Specifically, prioritization of the second template resulted in stronger coupling between the phase of frontal oscillations at 3 Hz, and the amplitude of posterior alpha contralateral to that item. In contrast, de-prioritization of the first template resulted in weaker coupling between frontal delta and contralateral posterior alpha, resulting in a subtle condition difference between First Template Lateralized and Second Template Lateralized at 3 Hz (*P* = 0.005, uncorrected).

Last, we tested whether the increase in frontal delta power also predicted performance on the second search task. Indeed, the condition-average delta power in frontal electrodes showed a robust negative correlation with the reaction time on the second search task (375--1225 ms, *P* \< 0.05, cluster corrected). In other words, trials with stronger switch-cue-related delta power were also trials where the second target was found more rapidly during the subsequent search.

A potential caveat of the observed delta-response is that stimulus-evoked event-related potentials (ERPs) often manifest in transient power increases in the low frequency range. Thus, the stimulus-evoked response to the auditory cue could have spuriously driven our delta findings. Although this would not explain the specific relationship to lateralized posterior effects, we nevertheless decided to run a control analysis, in which we performed all the above reported correlation analyses with the auditory cue-related potential in the broadband EEG (see online [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The results clearly deviated from the above-mentioned patterns of correlation with frontal delta power, in that there were neither significant condition differences in delta-alpha correlation, nor were there significant correlations for any of the individual conditions. Similarly, the ERP did not correlate with behavior during the time interval in which delta power did. Thus, we believe that our frontal signal of interest is best described as low-frequency oscillatory activity, rather than a cue-evoked ERP.

In sum, our results reveal an important role for the co-modulation of frontal delta and lateralized posterior alpha oscillatory activity. Specifically, from the moment at which subjects could drop the first template in favor of prioritizing the second template, a switch in lateralized cross-frequency coupling ensued that was remarkably similar to the switch observed in local posterior alpha lateralization. Furthermore, the frontal delta power increase that accompanied the switch predicted performance after the switch. These results thus support the idea that frontal delta oscillations are important in the top-down control of goal-driven priority changes within VWM.

Discussion {#bhy223s21}
==========

We investigated the oscillatory dynamics that underlie one of the key characteristics of a flexible visual working memory system: keeping multiple items in memory while only assigning priority to the item that is relevant for the current perceptual goal, and "switching gears" to a memory item that was hitherto prospectively relevant, for a subsequent perceptual goal. We measured EEG while observers memorized two items, a current target and a prospective target representation for two consecutive search tasks. First, although our behavioral results indicated that both these target representations were encoded equally well, hemisphere-specific posterior alpha suppression during encoding and initial maintenance was stronger for current compared with prospective targets, indeed reflecting differences in their state of initial task relevance. Second, a cognitive switch between memory representations was reflected in a neural switch: when a former target representation could be dropped in favor of a prospective (and thus now current) representation, lateralized alpha suppression flipped across hemispheres. This further supports the notion that alpha-band activity in memory continues to serve as a spatially-specific attentional gating mechanism, yet within visual working memory and driving the de- as well as the re-activation of items according to the task structure. Third, we uncovered the putative top-down drive of this switching between representations, in that delta oscillations over frontal regions both predicted the switch-related reversal of alpha lateralization, and supported faster target detection in the subsequent search task.

Alpha-Band Suppression Supports Current Priority Status of Visual Working Memory Representations {#bhy223s22}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The initial encoding phase and the following first retention interval exhibited robust parieto-occipital alpha suppression, which was stronger contralateral compared with ipsilateral to the memory items. Such a lateralized difference in alpha suppression has been found before, both during visual attention to anticipated target locations ([@bhy223C65]; [@bhy223C74]; [@bhy223C71]; [@bhy223C82]), and during VWM maintenance ([@bhy223C17]; [@bhy223C50]; [@bhy223C67], [@bhy223C68]; [@bhy223C76]). Posterior alpha lateralization during working memory maintenance presumably serves to control the spatiotopic access to recently encoded relevant visual information ([@bhy223C50]), which can subsequently be processed further in object-selective cortex ([@bhy223C86]). Here, lateralized alpha suppression was stronger for prioritized working memories needed for the task at hand, compared with prospective memories needed for the later task. Posterior alpha lateralization thus does not merely reflect processing of relevant visual information, but its relative strength dissociates between the relative priority of multiple representations simultaneously held in working memory ([@bhy223C11]; [@bhy223C77]). Our behavioral results show that this prioritization occurred without a necessary loss of performance, and thus presumably information, on the de-prioritized prospective memory, which is in agreement with previous behavioral findings ([@bhy223C47]). Recent literature emphasizes the importance of prioritization within VWM, as it enables representations to selectively interact with or be protected from our external attention according to their moment-by-moment task relevance ([@bhy223C5]; [@bhy223C7]; [@bhy223C54]; [@bhy223C53]; [@bhy223C49]). It is suggested that on the one hand, prioritized working memories are maintained through sustained neural activity, equivalent to that observed while externally attending to similar visual stimuli; on the other hand, prospective memories are stored in an activity-silent, de-prioritized state, e.g., through synaptic weight changes ([@bhy223C73]), or short-term potentiation ([@bhy223C16]). Empirical support for this dissociation in priority states comes from studies using multi-variate decoding of neuroimaging data during VWM maintenance. That is, while the prioritized working memory can be reliably decoded throughout the maintenance period, supporting the notion of activity-based maintenance, decoding accuracy of prospective memories temporarily drops to baseline, only to return to reliable levels once they become task relevant ([@bhy223C35]; [@bhy223C33], [@bhy223C34]; [@bhy223C72]). Alternatively, sustained activity for the prospective memory might still be present, yet in anterior (i.e., IPS and FEF) rather than posterior regions ([@bhy223C6]). Another possibility is that the pattern of either activity or responsivity for the prospective representation fundamentally changes compared with that for the prioritized memory. Recent evidence suggests that the representations for currently relevant and prospectively relevant memories become anti-correlated ([@bhy223C79]; [@bhy223C85]). Interestingly, some suggest it is in fact the prioritized memory that undergoes a functional transformation towards a task-specific representational state which efficiently guides our imminent behavior ([@bhy223C47]), for example by acting as an input filter for target detection ([@bhy223C54]; [@bhy223C48]; [@bhy223C19]). One limitation of the current study is that the data do not speak to how the representational state of working memories transforms depending on their priority state. However, our results clearly indicate that alpha suppression allows us to track setting up and switching the relative priority of representations serving imminent and future task goals.

Task-Driven Priority Switch in Visual Working Memory is Reflected in a Switch in Alpha-Band Lateralization {#bhy223s23}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We demonstrate how relative alpha suppression tracks the changes in VWM priority as induced by altered task goals. In addition to a first target template, our participants remembered a second item that was relevant for a second search task. Within one trial, a new task goal redefined such a prospective memory item to be the new current template, effectively resulting in a switch in priority across templates within VWM. Indeed, the cue that the first search task could be omitted, and consequently that the current target representation could be dropped in favor of prioritizing the former prospective representation, induced a clear re-emergence of alpha suppression for the latter. Given that the order of task relevance of the two working memories was known a priori, our results thus reveal how such an endogenously initiated priority switch is reflected in posterior alpha power modulations. This finding is consistent with recent studies that found an re-emergence of alpha suppression for newly prioritized working memories, as externally triggered by retro-cues ([@bhy223C50]; [@bhy223C67], [@bhy223C68]) or internally, by temporal expectations ([@bhy223C78]). Here we show that switches in alpha suppression track the representations necessary for planning consecutive tasks.

In addition to alpha suppression, we found lateralized posterior alpha power to also show enhancement effects, in two consecutive time windows: (1) around the expected onset of the first search task for regions contralateral to the *prospective* template, and (2) after the cue signaling the switch in relevance, for regions contralateral to the former *current* template, which at that point could be dropped. Alpha power enhancement has been related to the inhibition of information processing ([@bhy223C31]; [@bhy223C57]; [@bhy223C27]; [@bhy223C66]), and as such the two windows of enhanced alpha power can be interpreted as the de-prioritization of a VWM representation that should either not yet (in case of the prospective item), or no longer (in case of the old current item) interact with the perceptual input. An alternative interpretation of the observed alpha enhancement for prospective memories is that it reflects a mechanism to protect against interference, as to stop new and potentially distracting visual information from being processed at that sensory location ([@bhy223C26]; [@bhy223C2]; [@bhy223C59]). Our behavioral results support this interpretation, as responses were slowed when the spatial location of the prospective memory item and that of the first search target overlapped. In our experiment alpha enhancement could thus reflect the protection of prospective representations leading up to the anticipated first search task. Interestingly, although here posterior alpha enhancement was unable to dissociate these two instances of de-prioritization, they are fundamentally different in that the de-prioritization of the prospective memory is only temporary, while the former current template needs to be dropped indefinitely. More research is warranted to investigate whether making a representation prospective (i.e., temporarily irrelevant) recruits similar mechanisms as making an item totally irrelevant, or to what extent these mechanisms may differ.

Frontal Delta Oscillations Control Priority Switches in Visual Working Memory {#bhy223s24}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Finally, we are the first to demonstrate how the dynamics of fronto-parietal interactions drive the switch in task-driven priority within VWM. We found that the priority-related parieto-occipital alpha dynamics were coupled to both the amplitude and the phase of delta-band activity, in transiently formed fronto-parietal networks. Specifically, when the current task demands required the prioritization of a thus far not relevant working memory, frontal delta power predicted a re-emergence of posterior alpha suppression over regions that recently encoded that item. In addition, we found subtle evidence that during that time, the phase of frontal delta oscillations at specifically 3 Hz was coupled to the phase of the envelope of posterior alpha power over those same regions. In contrast, when task demands required the de-prioritization of a VWM representation because it was currently irrelevant, frontal delta power predicted alpha enhancement and frontal delta phase showed reduced coupling with posterior alpha power over regions that recently encoded that respective item. Furthermore, frontal delta power predicted faster response times on the search task that followed the internal priority switch. Previous studies observed similar top-down control over posterior alpha oscillations mediated by frontal low-frequency oscillations during visual attention ([@bhy223C42]; [@bhy223C22]) and when inhibiting distraction ([@bhy223C24]). Interestingly, this cross-frequency coupling was absent in children with ADHD ([@bhy223C42]), which supports the notion that it reflects an important neural control mechanism for effective prioritization of information. Moreover, local low-frequency oscillations in frontal regions have been related to executive control in various cognitive tasks, e.g., during the endogenous maintenance of spatial attention ([@bhy223C10]), and during VWM ([@bhy223C55]; [@bhy223C64];[@bhy223C63]; [@bhy223C29]). Specifically related to the goal-dependent priority switch in our experiment, a recent review emphasizes a specific functional role for the frontal cortex in the switch of cognitive resources towards alternative targets for attention, when current goals are deemed no longer relevant ([@bhy223C37]). We show how different oscillatory signals in the EEG allow for the moment-by-moment tracking of such goal changes.

Limitations {#bhy223s25}
-----------

One potential caveat here is that the delta frequency range comprises a relatively slow band. We used rather short time windows in our design, and the transitions in alpha laterization that we report here were fast paced, encompassing less than 3 delta-band cycles. This might not allow for an accurate estimation of time-resolved coupling between the delta and alpha bands. However, previous studies have argued for a functional role of frontal delta oscillations during visual attention (2 Hz; [@bhy223C10]) and working memory (3 Hz; [@bhy223C55]) in similar task designs. In addition, functional coupling between posterior alpha and frontal delta has been linked to visual perception (2--4 Hz; [@bhy223C22]) and visual attention (3--5 Hz; [@bhy223C42]). Likewise, our analyses on phase--amplitude coupling between posterior alpha power and frontal delta phase (see online [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) specifically localize the frontal oscillations of interest to around 3 Hz. Furthermore, our control analyses on cue-evoked ERPs indicate that our frontal signal of interest is best described as low-frequency oscillations (see online [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Taken together, we believe that our frontal delta findings are genuine and indeed are functionally involved in priority switches in VWM. A further limitation specific to the cross-frequency connectivity metrics that we applied to our data is that they do not allow for inferences of directionality. However, we found that posterior alpha lateralization correlated with frontal delta power at an earlier time in the trial, which is in accordance with a previous study ([@bhy223C24]). Moreover, frontal delta power at time of the switch predicted performance later in the trial. Together, these findings suggest that delta oscillations constitute the frequency range with which frontal-to-posterior top-down control can affect posterior alpha oscillations during priority switches within VWM.

Conclusion {#bhy223s26}
==========

We show that posterior alpha lateralization reliably and consistently dissociates between priority states in VWM. Furthermore, we reveal how the flexible prioritization and de-prioritization of VWM representations, depending on their moment-by-moment task relevance, is tracked by alpha suppression and alpha enhancement over sensory regions that recently encoded those representations. Lastly, we provide novel evidence that the brain orchestrates the switch in priority status between multiple VWM representations by means of a large-scale functional network in which frontal delta oscillations exert top-down control over posterior alpha oscillations.
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